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ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND: Adolescence is a developmental period in which depression and related mood syndromes often
emerge, but few objective markers exist to guide diagnosis or predict symptoms. One potential mood marker is the
functioning of frontoinsular networks, which undergo substantial development in adolescence and have been
implicated in adult depression. To test this hypothesis, we used task-based neuroimaging to evaluate whether
frontoinsular network dysfunction was linked to current and prospective mood health in adolescents.
METHODS: Adolescents (n = 40, 13–19 years of age) reporting varying levels of depressive symptom severity
performed an emotional working memory task with neuroimaging. Next, teens completed a 2-week follow-up
consisting of a daily diary report of negative affect and final report of depressive symptoms (n = 28 adherent).
Analyses tested associations between task-related functional connectivity in frontoinsular networks and baseline
or prospective measures of mood health over 2-week follow-up.
RESULTS: Frontoinsular task response was associated with higher current depression severity (p = .049, hp

2 = .12),
increases in future depression severity (p = .018, hp

2 = .23), and more intense and labile negative affect in daily life
(ps = .015 to .040, hp

2 = .22 to .30). In particular, hypoconnectivity between insula and lateral prefrontal regions of the
frontoparietal network was related to both baseline and prospective mood health, and hyperconnectivity between
insula and midline or temporal regions of the default network was related to prospective mood health.
CONCLUSIONS: These findings indicate that frontoinsular imbalances are related to both current depression and
changes in mood health in the near future and suggest that frontoinsular markers may hold promise as translational
tools for risk prediction.
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Adolescence is a critical period of vulnerability to depression
and related mood syndromes, with approximately half of first-
episode onset of depression occurring before 20 years of age
(1) and evidence that subclinical symptoms in the teen years
tend to precede adult-onset depression (2,3). However, there
are a number of reasons that diagnosing or predicting mood
disturbances in adolescence is challenging. First, individual
adolescents who experience depression may have very
different symptom trajectories (e.g., chronicity, severity), and
there are few reliable tools for predicting the course of mood
health on an individual basis (4). Second, existing clinical tools
tend to rely on a single modality for evaluating mood health,
which may further limit diagnostic or predictive models. For
example, overreliance on self-report is especially problematic
in adolescence because teen self-report is more vulnerable to
confounding factors including social desirability or limited
cognitive prospection (5,6). Together, these issues underscore
the need for objective diagnostic approaches.

Challenges in diagnosing and predicting adolescent
depression have spurred interest in identifying biomarkers of
mood health (7). One promising line of biomarker research is
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focused on the coordinated functioning of large-scale fron-
toinsular brain networks involved in cognitive regulation of
attention, memory, and emotion (8). According to frontoinsular
network models, the anterior insula acts as a “network switch”
that allocates resources toward or away from other large-scale
networks, such as the frontoparietal network (FN) and the
default network (DN) (9). The prototypical FN includes lateral
prefrontal and posterior parietal regions that tend to be
recruited together in the service of goal-directed attention,
working memory manipulation, and other aspects of executive
functioning (10). Meanwhile, the DN includes midline cortical
regions and temporal areas that are involved in introspection
and autobiographical memory (11). Thus, imbalances in the
coordinated activity of insula with FN or DN are believed to
underlie deficits regulating internally oriented or externally
oriented attention (12)—cognitive deficits that are also a hall-
mark of depression (13).

In support of the relevance of frontoinsular networks to
mood health, prior research has shown that frontoinsular
network functioning is disrupted in individuals with depression.
A meta-analysis of resting-state functional connectivity in
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major depressive disorder revealed reliable patterns of hypo-
connectivity within FN, hyperconnectivity within DN, and
(bidirectional) abnormalities in functional connectivity among
the insula, cingulate, and areas of FN or DN (14). Independent
resting-state studies have replicated these meta-analytic
findings and have further linked intrinsic hyperconnectivity
between insula and prefrontal regions of DN to maladaptive
introspection (15) and attention biases toward negative, salient
information (16). Thus, imbalances in frontoinsular network
functioning may contribute to, or reflect, impairments in the
ability to direct attention away from goal-irrelevant thoughts
and toward goal-relevant information in working memory or the
environment—impairments that characterize depression (17)
and are exacerbated by the presence of salient emotional
material (18). Task-based neuroimaging provides direct evi-
dence for this idea: biases toward insula-DN coordination, and
weakened insula-FN coordination, have been observed when
individuals with depression are tasked with directing attention
away from introspection or negative emotional material (19)
and toward goals (20). The replication of frontoinsular abnor-
malities across neuroimaging modalities and research para-
digms has prompted neurocognitive models proposing that
frontoinsular imbalances are central to the cognitive and
emotion regulatory failures that may fuel mood disorders
(12,14).

Despite consistent findings for frontoinsular dysfunction in
adults with depression, research on such markers in adoles-
cents is limited [see (21)]. Of the studies that do address insula
dysfunction in adolescent depression, some cross-sectional
studies have documented abnormal functional connectivity
between insula and regions of midline or temporal cortex either
at rest (22,23) or in response to emotion-processing tasks
(24–26). Meanwhile, longitudinal studies in this area have
documented prospective associations between insula func-
tional connectivity and future mood health (27,28). However,
findings have been mixed regarding the direction of effect for
insula abnormalities, and both cross-sectional and longitudinal
studies have tended to focus on affective networks linking
insula with discrete limbic systems rather than frontoinsular
circuits linking insula with large-scale networks such as DN or
FN. This gap is notable because frontoinsular network func-
tioning in adolescence may be especially relevant to mood
health: it is during adolescence that such networks undergo
striking reorganization (29,30) coinciding with gains in executive
functioning and emotion regulation (31,32). Thus, in adoles-
cence, frontoinsular coordination in response to tasks that
challenge emotional executive functioning may be a particularly
useful marker of vulnerability to problems in mood health,
providing information that reflects the teen’s ability to engage
with goals in the presence of salient emotional challenge.

The present study was designed to address the above gaps
by investigating frontoinsular markers of current depression,
and mood health in the near future (2-week follow-up), in an
adolescent sample. This study evaluated individual differences
in frontoinsular network response to an emotional working
memory task and tested the associations between frontoin-
sular functioning and current depression or mood health over a
2-week follow-up period (symptom severity, and intensity and
lability of daily negative affect). Network response to an
emotional working memory task was selected based on
716 Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Neuroimaging A
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evidence that the ability to manipulate emotional material in
working memory is a dimension of executive functioning that is
impaired in depression and relevant to emotion regulation
(17,33,34). We predicted that adolescents characterized by
frontoinsular network imbalances (including hypoconnectivity
among regions of insula and FN and hyperconnectivity among
regions of insula and DN) would report higher severity of
depressive symptoms at baseline (hypothesis 1), more severe
and labile negative affect over follow-up (hypothesis 2a, 2b),
and larger increases in depression at follow-up (hypothesis 3).

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Participants

The sample consisted of 40 right-hand-dominant adolescents
(Table 1; power analysis in the Supplement). Participants were
recruited on the basis of having either no history of depression
(n = 21) or a primary diagnosis of major depression (n = 19) and
were from the Boston metropolitan area and McLean Hospital
programs. This approach was designed to enhance variance in
depression severity, supporting dimensional analyses (35,36)
(analyses that consider categorical diagnosis of depression—
yielding results consistent with dimensional analyses—are re-
ported in the Supplement, together with descriptive statistics
by diagnosis in Supplemental Table S1). For evaluation of in-
clusion and exclusion criteria, information on psychiatric his-
tory was drawn from patient records or evaluated by a member
of the research team using the Mini-International Neuropsy-
chiatric Interview (37). Across the sample, participants were
excluded if they reported a history of mania or hypomania,
moderate to severe substance use disorders, anorexia,
bulimia, binge-eating disorder, pervasive developmental dis-
orders, psychosis, neurological impairment, head injury,
magnetic resonance imaging contraindications, cognitive or
language impairments that interfered with the ability to com-
plete behavioral testing, or current (past 6 weeks) use of
benzodiazepines or stimulant medications (38,39). Other psy-
choactive medication use is reported in Table 1 and
Supplemental Table S1; medication class was not related to
measures of brain functioning and did not moderate experi-
mental effects (ps . .10). (However, overall medication use
covaried with depression, and it was not possible to investi-
gate experimental effects in the absence of medications.)
Depressive symptoms were not significantly associated with
age, self-identified gender, race and ethnicity, or parent edu-
cation or income (all ps . .10). However, to control for po-
tential developmental or gender effects, all analyses controlled
for age and gender (40,41).

Procedures

The study consisted of a neurocognitive testing session,
including a clinical interview, self-report measures of depres-
sion and state affect, and a functional magnetic resonance
imaging scan including administration of an emotional working
memory task [see the Supplement and (42) for other proced-
ures]. After the experimental session, for a 2-week follow-up
period, a daily diary was delivered electronically via a Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act–compliant web-
site (REDCap; https://www.project-redcap.org/) to the
ugust 2019; 4:715–725 www.sobp.org/BPCNNI
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Table 1. Demographics and Mood Health

Full Sample (n = 40)
Follow-up Sample

(n = 28)

Mean (SD) Mean (SD)

Age, Years 16.05 (1.57) 16.07 (1.78)

Depressive Symptoms (CESD Score) at Baseline 18.43 (16.27) 14.82 (15.45)

Depressive Symptoms (CESD Score) at Follow-up, Day 15 11.18 (11.17)

Maximum Negative Affect (short PANAS-N) Over Follow-up 12.25 (3.78)

SD in Negative Affect (short PANAS-N) Over Follow-up 2.09 (1.00)

Maximum Positive Affect (short PANAS-P) Over Follow-up 14.29 (3.54)

SD in Positive Affect (short PANAS-P) Over Follow-up 2.43 (1.06)

% %

Gender

Female 72.5 82.1

Male 22.5 14.3

Nonbinary 5.0 3.6

Medication Use

Norepinephrine-dopamine reuptake inhibitor 12.5 10.7

Selective serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor 10.0 7.1

Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor 35.0 25.0

Tetracyclics 0.0 0.0

Anticonvulsants/antipsychotics 15.0 7.1

Lithium 7.5 10.7

Anxiolytics (nonbenzodiazepine) 7.5 7.1

Any psychoactive medication use 40.0 32.1

Race

African American 2.5 0.0

American Indian/Alaskan native 0.0 0.0

Asian 10.0 14.3

Biracial or other 12.5 7.1

White 75.0 78.6

Ethnicity

Hispanic 2.5 3.6

Not Hispanic or other 97.5 96.4

Education (Parent Highest)

Without high school diploma 0.0 0.0

High school graduate without college degree 2.5 3.6

Some college education 5.0 3.6

Degree from four-year college (or more) 92.5 92.8

Current % Life % Current % Life %

MDD 47.5 47.5 35.7 35.7

Anxiety Disorders Secondary to MDD 15.0 15.0 17.9 17.9

Posttraumatic stress disorder 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Generalized anxiety disorder 15.0 15.0 17.9 17.9

Panic disorder 5.0 5.0 7.1 7.1

Agoraphobia 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Social phobia 2.5 2.5 3.6 3.6

Specific phobia 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

(Mild) Substance Use Disorders 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

In this study a subset of items from the PANAS were administered via daily diary, with a possible score range for the short version of the PANAS-
N of 5 to 25, and for the short version of the PANAS-P of 4 to 20.

CESD, Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale; MDD, major depressive disorder; PANAS-N, Positive and Negative Affect
Schedule–Negative Subscale; PANAS-P, Positive and Negative Affect Schedule–Positive Subscale.
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Figure 1. Emotional executive functioning task. The Emotion Face Sorting task was designed to challenge working memory in the presence of emotional
distraction. The task was presented in blocks (task blocks interspersed with resting fixation blocks); the main contrast of interest was functional connectivity in
response to task vs. resting blocks. Participants were instructed that responses should be given as quickly and accurately as possible. Within each task block,
each trial included four components: 1) Learn (2160 ms): The participant was presented with a set of either two fearful faces (“negative” condition) or two happy
faces (“positive” condition). Face stimuli consisted of negative or positive emotional face images from 12 individuals (six were female) from the NimStim set
[see the Supplement and Tottenham et al. (60)]. 2) Cue (1440 ms): Next, the participant was presented with a cue to either maintain the same spatial position of
the faces (“stay” condition) or mentally reverse the spatial position of the faces (moving the left-side image to the right, and the right-side image to the left;
“switch” condition). 3) Working memory manipulation (2880 ms): After viewing the cue symbol, the screen became black and the participant had a period of
time to accomplish the working memory manipulation (maintain, or spatially switch, the images). 4) Probe (up to 2880 ms): Finally, the participant was pre-
sented with a set of face images (both original faces sorted correctly, both original faces sorted incorrectly, or one original face paired with a new face image of
the same valence) and responded to indicate whether the content and spatial organization of the images matched the images held in working memory. After
responding, the participant was presented with a fixation cross for a jittered intertrial interval (720–8000 ms). Displayed are examples of (A) a “stay/fearful” trial
and (B) a “switch/happy” trial. All faces presented within an individual trial were of the same emotional valence. During functional scanning, participants
completed four blocks of 20 trials per block, separated by four fixation blocks (26 s/block).
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participant’s smartphone or preferred electronic device. The
daily diary included evaluation of current positive and negative
affect one time per day for 14 days and was delivered at a time
of day selected by the participant. On day 15, the participant
reported on depressive symptoms. A total of n = 28 partici-
pants were compliant with follow-up procedures (completed
$7 days of the daily diary assessments; there were no differ-
ences in demographic or clinical characteristics as a function
of follow-up compliance) (see Table 1 and the Supplement).
Critically, all imaging findings were consistent when including
subjects who completed 31, 41, 61, or 71 days of assess-
ments (see the Supplement). Participants were reimbursed for
their time and offered referral information for local psycho-
logical services. Research procedures were approved by the
Partners Institutional Review Board and conducted in accor-
dance with the provisions of the World Medical Association
Declaration of Helsinki.
Measures

Depressive Symptom Severity. Severity of depressive
symptoms was evaluated using the Center for Epidemiological
Studies Depression Scale (CESD) (43–45). The CESD was
718 Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Neuroimaging A
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administered at the experimental session and again on day 15
of the follow-up period.

Positive and Negative Affect. To evaluate current mood
state, participants completed a subset of items from the
Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) [(46); see (47)
for prior research using the same truncated scale]. The
PANAS was administered at the experimental session and in
each daily diary. Negative (PANAS-N) and positive (PANAS-P)
subscales were scored for each date of collection. The primary
affective measures over the follow-up were maximum PANAS-
N (reflecting peak intensity of negative emotions) and standard
deviation in PANAS-N [reflecting mood lability (48)]. (See
additional details in the Supplement.)

Emotional Working Memory Task. Brain and behavioral
responses to task demands for emotional working memory
were evaluated with the Emotion Face Sorting task presented
using EPrime 2.6 (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA).
The Emotion Face Sorting measures the ability to manipulate
and attend to goal-relevant features of information in working
memory in the presence of goal-irrelevant emotional features
(Figure 1 and the Supplement).
ugust 2019; 4:715–725 www.sobp.org/BPCNNI
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Functional Imaging. Participants completed scanning,
which was performed using a Siemens Tim Trio 3T scanner and
32-channel head coil (Siemens, Munich, Germany). Anatomical
scanning included a high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical
image (repetition time = 2100 ms, echo time = 2.25 ms, gener-
alized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisitions (GRAPPA)
acceleration factor of 2, flip angle = 12, 128 slices, field of view =
256 mm, voxel size = 1.0 3 1.0 3 1.3 mm). Functional scanning
included 16 minutes of functional images using a Human Con-
nectome Project (49,50) multiband sequence (repetition time =
720ms, echo time = 30ms, GRAPPA acceleration factor of 2, flip
angle = 66, 66 slices, field of view = 212 mm, voxel size = 2.5 3

2.5 3 2.5 mm, total number of volumes = 1347).

Analyses

Analyses included 1) general image preprocessing; 2) calcu-
lation of motion parameters, artifacts, and outlier volumes; 3)
denoising the time series; 4) first-level task-weighted general
linear modeling to calculate changes in functional connectivity
in response to task demands; and 5) group-level analyses. All
analyses controlled for age and gender (40,41). Before being
entered in regression analyses, group-level continuous vari-
ables were Z transformed, and the categorical variable (gender)
was contrast coded.

Behavioral Analyses. In preparation for experimental ana-
lyses, we performed analyses to confirm adequate task per-
formance (i.e., above-chance accuracy $ 55%) and evaluate
task performance (see the Supplement). Behavioral data were
processed using R (https://www.r-project.org/) and analyzed
using SPSS, version 25 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY).
Neuroimaging Preprocessing and Corrections. See
the Supplement for information on image preprocessing and
corrections for motion, artifacts, and denoising using MATLAB
(version R2016a; The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) and SPM12
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/), Artifact
Detection Tools (ART, www.nitrc.org/projects/artifact_detect/),
and the CONN toolbox (https://www.nitrc.org/projects/conn/)
(51). Motion and outlier volumes were not significantly associ-
ated with experimental variables (ps . .10), and motion
correction and volume censoring were performed on the first
level of analysis (52–54).

First-Level Analysis. A task-weighted general linear model
(55,56) was performed using CONN to evaluate task-related
changes in functional connectivity among regions of interest
(ROIs) in insula, FN, and DN. ROIs were defined on the basis of
an a priori resting-state functional network parcellation (57) and
included four insula ROIs, 26 ROIs in the FN, and 24 ROIs in
the DN (Supplemental Figure S1). The general linear model
analysis computed a nonparametric estimation of task-
specific connectivity effects, by calculating weighted b esti-
mates for ROI-to-ROI regressions for each condition weighting
the scans associated with that condition only (with average
task activation effects controlled in denoising, above). Two
conditions were defined: a task condition (task blocks) and a
resting condition (fixation blocks). Within each condition,
Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Ne
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regression analyses between each pair of ROIs estimated the
extent to which variance in activation in one ROI could be
predicted by variance in activation of the second ROI, yielding
a b estimate for each ROI-to-ROI regression. The difference in
b estimates for a given ROI-to-ROI pair between task and rest
(btask_A-to-B 2 brest_A-to-B) yielded an estimate of task-related
changes in functional connectivity from regions A to B. Four
sets of ROI-to-ROI associations were calculated and
compared between task and rest: 1) b estimates in which
activation in insula ROIs predicted activation in FN ROIs,
averaged across all insula-to-FN ROI pairs, “insula-FN”; 2) b
estimates in which activation in insula ROIs predicted activa-
tion in DN ROIs, averaged across all insula-to-DN ROI pairs,
“insula-DN”; 3) b estimates in which activation in FN ROIs
predicted activation in other FN ROIs, averaged across all FN-
to-FN ROI pairs, “within FN”; and 4) b estimates in which
activation in DN ROIs predicted activation in other DN ROIs,
averaged across all DN-to-DN ROI pairs, “within DN.” (See the
Supplement for analyses aimed at localizing subnetworks that
contributed to significant effects.)

Group-Level Analyses. Group-level multiple regressions
tested associations between brain network functioning and
baseline depressive symptoms, or between brain network
functioning and negative affect intensity, negative affect
lability, or depressive symptoms, over a 2-week follow-up. In
the first regression, four predictor variables representing task-
related functional connectivity in insula-FN, insula-DN, FN, and
DN, were together regressed on baseline depressive symp-
toms (CESD). In the second and third regressions, the same
network measures were regressed, together with baseline
PANAS-N and PANAS-P, on maximum PANAS-N or on stan-
dard deviation in PANAS-N over follow-up. In the fourth
regression, network measures were regressed, together with
baseline CESD, on follow-up CESD. Thus, all prospective an-
alyses also controlled for baseline mood measures.

RESULTS

Functional Network Response to Emotional Working
Memory Is Associated With Current Depressive
Symptom Severity. Task-related connectivity between
insula-FN, between insula-DN, within FN, and within DN were
together regressed (with demographic covariates) on baseline
depressive symptoms (CESD). Results showed that teens
exhibiting lower task-related functional connectivity between
insula-FN reported higher severity of depression at baseline
(F1,31 = 4.04, p = .049, hp

2 = .12) (Figure 2). Task-related
functional connectivity in other networks (between insula-DN,
within FN, within DN) was not associated with baseline
depression (ps . .10).

Functional Network Response to Emotional Working
Memory Prospectively Predicts Negative Affect. Two
multiple regressions were performed in which task-related
connectivity between insula-FN, between insula-DN, within
FN, and within DN, demographic covariates, and baseline
positive and negative affect (baseline PANAS-N and PANAS-P)
were regressed on scores reflecting either future negative
mood intensity (maximum PANAS-N over 2-week follow-up) or
uroimaging August 2019; 4:715–725 www.sobp.org/BPCNNI 719
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Figure 2. Frontoinsular response to task is associated with current depressive symptom severity. One multiple regression analysis tested the associations
between task-related functional connectivity in a priori frontoinsular networks and baseline depressive symptoms (Center for Epidemiological Studies
Depression Scale [CESD]). In this regression, (A) task-related hypoconnectivity between insula and regions of frontoparietal network (FN) was associated with
higher depression severity, but (B) task-related connectivity between insula and regions of default network (DN), or (C) among regions within FN, or (D) among
regions within DN was not significantly associated with depression severity. Note: On y-axis, baseline CESD scores are normalized and residualized for
demographic covariates (age and gender); on x-axis, task-related network functional connectivity is normalized and residualized for covariates. Reported are
standardized b from regression analyses. A significant b represents a significant independent variable in the regression. *p , .05.
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lability (standard deviation in PANAS-N over 2-week follow-
up). In the first regression, both insula-FN hypoconnectivity
(F1,17 = 7.37, p = .015, hp

2 = .30) and insula-DN hyper-
connectivity (F1,17 = 6.14, p = .024, hp

2 = .27) were associated
with higher intensity of negative affect in the next 2 weeks
(Figure 3). In the second regression, both insula-FN hypo-
connectivity (F1,17 = 5.58, p = .030, hp

2 = .25) and insula-DN
hyperconnectivity (F1,17 = 4.79, p = .040, hp

2 = .22) were
associated with increased lability of negative affect in the next
2 weeks (Figure 3). Together, these results suggest that weaker
task-related connectivity between insula and FN (particularly
lateral prefrontal regions of FN; see post hoc analyses in the
Supplement) and amplified task-related connectivity between
insula and DN (especially medial prefrontal areas of DN; see
the Supplement) constitute markers of vulnerability to negative
mood in daily life. Task-related functional connectivity among
regions of networks excluding insula (within FN, within DN) was
not associated with intensity or lability of future negative affect
(ps . .10). Controlling for future positive affect in these re-
gressions did not alter these effects (see the Supplement).
720 Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Neuroimaging A
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Functional Network Response to Emotional Working
Memory Prospectively Predicts Severity of Depres-
sion. Task-related connectivity between insula-FN, between
insula-DN, within FN, and within DN, demographic covariates,
and baseline depression severity (CESD at baseline) were
together regressed on future depression severity (CESD at 2-
week follow-up). Teens exhibiting insula-DN hyper-
connectivity (especially in ventromedial and temporal areas) in
response to the task at baseline reported more severe
depression at follow-up (F1,19 = 5.73, p = .018, hp

2 = .23). The
association between task-related functional connectivity be-
tween insula-FN and future depression did not reach signifi-
cance (F1,19 = 2.15, p = .154, hp

2 = .10) (Figure 4). Associations
between task-related functional connectivity within other net-
works (within FN, within DN) were not significantly associated
with depression at follow-up (ps . .10). To examine the
specificity of insula-FN or insula-DN task responses as
markers of current symptoms versus prospective increases in
symptom severity, a Meng test (58) was performed to compare
the strength of the associations (partial correlations, including
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Figure 3. Frontoinsular response to task predicts future negative affect. Two multiple regression analyses tested the associations between task-related
functional connectivity in a priori frontoinsular networks and future negative affect intensity and lability (maximum score on, or standard deviation in, daily
diary report of negative affect on the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule–Negative Subscale [PANAS-N] over follow-up). In the first regression, task-related
(A) hypoconnectivity between insula and regions of frontoparietal network (FN) and (B) hyperconnectivity between insula and regions of default network (DN)
were each associated with higher intensity of future negative affect, but task-related functional connectivity (C) among regions of FN or (D) among regions of
DN was not associated with intensity of negative affect. In the second regression, task-related (E) hypoconnectivity between insula-FN and (F) hyper-
connectivity between insula-DN were also associated with higher lability of future negative affect, but associations failed to emerge between (G) within-FN or
(H) within-DN connectivity and negative affect lability. Note: On y-axis, PANAS-N measures are normalized and residualized for demographic covariates (age
and gender) and baseline positive and negative affect (PANAS-N, PANAS–Positive Subscale [PANAS-P]); on x-axis, task-related network functional con-
nectivity is normalized and residualized for covariates. Reported are standardized b from regression analyses. A significant b represents a significant inde-
pendent variable in the regression. *p , .05.
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Figure 4. Frontoinsular response to task predicts future depressive symptom severity. One multiple regression analysis tested the associations between
task-related functional connectivity in a priori frontoinsular networks and future depressive symptom severity (Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression
Scale [CESD] at 15-day follow-up). In this regression, task-related (A) hypoconnectivity between insula and regions of frontoparietal network (FN) did not reach
a significant association with future depression (p = .15), but (B) hyperconnectivity between insula and regions of default network (DN) was associated with
higher severity of future depression. Task-related connectivity (C) among regions within-FN or (D) among regions within-DN was not associated with future
depression. Note: On y-axis, CESD scores are normalized and residualized for demographic covariates (age and gender) and baseline depression severity
(CESD); on x-axis, task-related network functional connectivity is normalized and residualized for covariates. Reported are standardized b from regression
analyses. A significant b represents a significant independent variable in the regression. *p , .05.
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all variables in the original regression as covariates) between
frontoinsular measures and either baseline or follow-up CESD.
There was no significant difference in the associations be-
tween insula-FN task response and either current or pro-
spective measures of depression (Z = 0.25, p = .805). However,
insula-DN task response had a significantly stronger relation-
ship with prospective depressive symptom severity than with
baseline symptom severity (Z = 4.52, p , .001).
DISCUSSION

The discovery of objective biomarkers to understand and
forecast the course of depression in adolescence is a public
health goal with clinical implications. Results of the present
study align with this mission, suggesting that frontoinsular
network functioning in adolescence may predict current and
prospective mood health. Abnormalities in the coordinated
recruitment of frontoinsular networks in response to task de-
mands for emotional working memory were associated with
current depression severity, increases in depressive symptoms
722 Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Neuroimaging A
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2 weeks later, and more intense and labile negative affect in
daily life. Of note, prospective analyses isolated the contribu-
tion of frontoinsular markers in predicting mood health, over
and above baseline symptoms. This distinction is critical:
based on these results, in theory, frontoinsular functioning
could distinguish which of two teens with the same current
level of depression is more vulnerable to escalating negative
mood and depression in the near future. More broadly, these
findings highlight the potential utility of neurobiological bio-
markers for risk prediction.

In this study, current and prospective mood health were
associated with frontoinsular network imbalances including
weaker task-related functional connectivity between insula and
frontoparietal systems and excessive task-related connectivity
between insula and areas of the default network. These pat-
terns are consistent with research in adults with depression
that linked frontoinsular imbalances to attention biases toward
self-referential emotional material (15,16,19). According to
frontoinsular models of cognitive regulation, the insula is
involved in allocating resources toward or away from other
ugust 2019; 4:715–725 www.sobp.org/BPCNNI
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large-scale networks on the basis of salient internal or envi-
ronmental events. In a cognitively demanding task, insula
recruitment of lateral prefrontal regions of the FN may be
important for goal-directed attention (here, toward goal-
relevant information in working memory), whereas insula
downregulation of midline and temporal regions of the DN may
minimize task-interfering introspection (9). Consistent with this
model, in the present study, weaker functional connectivity
between insula and frontoparietal (especially lateral prefrontal)
regions and increased functional connectivity between insula
and DN (especially medial prefrontal and inferior temporal)
regions were each associated with poorer task performance.
The former pattern of insula-FN hypoconnectivity was specif-
ically related to slower responding on low–working memory–
load trials; hence, hypoconnectivity in this network may
reflect depression-related impairments in the ability to regulate
attention toward goals when task demands are less inherently
salient. Meanwhile, the latter pattern of insula-DN hyper-
connectivity was generally associated with slower response
speed, possibly reflecting deficits downregulating bottom-up
interference of self-focused thoughts or shifting away from
introspection, which may make the individual vulnerable to
rumination and depression. Future research aimed at disen-
tangling the relative contributions of these overlapping fron-
toinsular networks to emotional executive functioning may
provide additional information to guide such interpretations.
For now, these research results converge with prior cross-
sectional evidence in adults (20) and suggest that frontoin-
sular network abnormalities reflect deficits in emotional
attention regulation that characterize teens who are currently
experiencing, or are especially vulnerable to, poor mood
health.

There was some divergence in this study between network
abnormalities that were associated with current versus pro-
spective mood health. Namely, insula-DN hyperconnectivity
was only prospectively associated with mood health, whereas
insula-FN hypoconnectivity was associated with both current
and prospective mood health. This divergence suggests the
possibility that distinct profiles of frontoinsular functioning
serve as markers of vulnerability and illness. For example,
insula-DN hyperconnectivity may reflect impairments in self-
regulation that emerge in the face of emotional challenge,
making individuals especially vulnerable to deteriorating mood
health in response to stressors in daily life. In contrast, insula-
FN hypoconnectivity may reflect deficits in self-regulation that
both underlie stable (traitlike) dimensions of current symptoms
and are amplified by environmental stressors. Together, it will
be important to replicate the present results in independent
longitudinal research that tracks associations between brain
network functioning, daily life events, and mood health.

The results of this study have potential clinical implications.
Teen depression can be difficult to predict because there are
few objective tools for evaluating risk. Therefore, the identifi-
cation of risk biomarkers has special appeal (8). Critically, risk
biomarkers must be informative over and above other (less
expensive) methods to be clinically useful. Here, frontoinsular
task response predicted future mood health over and above
baseline mood health, implying that such metrics may distin-
guish among teens with similar levels of depression which teen
is more vulnerable to escalating negative mood and
Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Ne
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depression in the near future. Thus, frontoinsular imbalances
may help guide preventive interventions, for example, if fron-
toinsular screening were integrated into clinical intake in a
model similar to other diagnostic imaging (e.g., to diagnose
sources of back pain). However, clinical translation will require
robust replication of these results. In addition, future efforts to
replicate and expand these results should consider other
symptom dimensions; in light of evidence for frontoinsular
dysfunction in other psychopathologies (e.g., mania, anxiety,
psychosis), the specificity of frontoinsular imbalances is un-
known and could constitute a nonspecific biomarker for
transdiagnostic increases in symptom severity. Although
beyond the scope of the present study, these questions should
be explored in future research with large samples that can
distinguish specific and transdiagnostic relationships between
frontoinsular functioning and psychiatric health.

There are several limitations to the present study. First,
longitudinal tracking of mood health was brief, comprising 2
weeks of daily diary assessment and a single follow-up eval-
uation of depression severity. Therefore, it was not statistically
possible to investigate other aspects of mood health such as
nonlinear symptom changes over time, or track nuanced in-
teractions between discrete life events (e.g., stressors,
achievements) and mood fluctuations. Second, neurocognitive
testing was administered at a single (baseline) time point.
Longitudinal assessment of frontoinsular functioning may
reveal deviations from normative development that provide
other information for predicting mood health. Third, the present
analyses were restricted to frontoinsular network relationships.
However, other neural systems involved in monitoring
emotional salience or believed to play a role in regulating
internally or externally oriented attention (59) may also be of
interest when predicting adolescent mood and daily func-
tioning. Fourth, depression covaried with general use of psy-
choactive medications in this study. Although controlling for
specific classes of medications did not alter experimental ef-
fects, we could not evaluate experimental effects in the
absence of medication use. Research that evaluates brain
network functioning in unmedicated teens may provide addi-
tional information. Fifth, there may be individual differences in
other dimensions that moderate or clarify these findings. For
example, the present findings suggest that weaknesses in
emotional working memory may be reflected in dysfunctional
circuits; however, this study did not evaluate related con-
structs such as general executive functioning or IQ. Therefore,
it is unknown whether frontoinsular imbalances are evoked
only when manipulating emotional material in working memory,
or also with neutral material or by other executive functioning
tasks. Taking this a step further, it is possible that network
dysfunction contributes to depression via broad cognitive
deficits or impairments in IQ. These questions should be
addressed in future research designed to evaluate the cogni-
tive contexts in which frontoinsular imbalances emerge.

In conclusion, this study provides support for frontoinsular
measures to evaluate and predict mood health in adolescence.
Here, teens with higher levels of depression at the time of
neuroimaging showed hypoconnectivity between insula and
frontoparietal regions, and hyperconnectivity between insula
and areas of the default network, in response to a task that
challenged emotional working memory. Task-related
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imbalances in frontoinsular network functioning were also
prospectively associated with mood health in the near (2-week)
future, even after taking into account baseline mood health.
Frontoinsular functioning may have potential for clinical
translation, although replication in large samples and over time
are critical next steps.
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